
	
 I think most people would agree that there has been a decline in decorum, respect and character in 
today’s society.  Basic manners are in short supply and the respect that was once afforded people and 
institutions has given way to a “I’ll respect you if I need something from you” mentality.   	

	
 There are still families for whom it is important to impart to their children the proper manners and 
respectful attitudes that should be a standard in our society.  These families often face an uphill climb with their 
efforts as children are exposed to so many influences that work against basic manners and respect.  I hope that 
in this week’s letter, these parents find some advice and support to help them in their quest as I respect and 
appreciate them for their efforts.
	
 My thoughts turned to this subject when I came across some notes from the early part of this century 
when Thomas Lickona, nationally acclaimed character educator, visited our district.  He gave talks for both 
faculty and parents and my notes are filled with great advice and ideas that he shared.  He noted that “many kids 
are being raised by their culture instead of their parents.”
	
 For parents who don’t want their children raised by the culture, Lickona offers several ideas.  He speaks 
of “the gift of the kitchen table.”  He is adamant that families have at least four dinners a week together at 
whatever time necessary to make this happen.  At the kitchen table, activities of the day can be reviewed, hopes 
and dreams can be shared and parents can share the values they want their children to have.
	
 Lickona notes that emotionally intimate time with each child must be scheduled as well.  This does not 
happen when attending activities together such as little league or soccer.  Many parents have adopted the “date 
night” idea which involves each parent taking each child somewhere (just the two) once each month.  This can 
be as simple as going to a movie together and then going for a bite to eat afterward to engage in deep 
conversation.  Whatever the activity that is enjoyed together, it must be followed or preceded by one on one 
conversation.  “Establish a close relationship and use it as a way to teach the morals needed.”
	
 Speaking of things like movies, Lickona has much to say about children and media exposure.  He of 
course recommends limiting screen time and monitoring use.  He asserts that children should never turn the 
television on without parent permission – it is privilege not a right.  He also suggests one “quiet night” per week 
when the television is not on.  He has also challenged parents to go one month without television (and these 
days that would have to include Netflix, Youtube, etc.)  When watching television and movies, he tells parents 
to ask, “Would I invite these people to my home for dinner?” 
	
 When children are young, read them books that teach character.  “You can’t make a moral decision 
without knowing the truth.”  Reading books that teach character give parents the opportunity to discuss those 
truths.  “Parents must be a moral filter,” says Lickona.
	
 Lickona’s book, Raising Good Children, is still available and is a good read for parents.  I will end this 
letter with some of his other quotes.
	

	
 “People remember their parents’ example.”
	
 “Healthy families have reconciliation rituals – ways of reconciling.”
	
 “Whenever you bring a positive attitude to life, you develop a character that helps you deal with life’s 
setbacks.”
	
 “People are capable of courtesy, when they know it is expected.”
	
 “There’s a lot of bad in the best of us and a lot of good in the worst of us.”
	
 “Repetition is necessary for kids to learn.”
	
 “You have a right to your opinion but your opinion isn’t necessarily right.”

	
 Character is something we must all commit to instilling in our children.  Remember what Aristotle said: 
“Virtues are not thoughts.  They are actions.”
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